Abstract-The need for reducing the carbon footprint and reducing the operation expenditure (OPEX) in communication networks poses several challenges in the study, design and deployment of energy efficient networks in different environments. Recently there has been a considerable effort to green vehicular networks which is very challenging due to the very dynamic environment in which these networks operate. In this paper, we investigate the performance of the roadside units (RSUs) in a vehicular motorway network, and propose that these units are wind-powered and act as standalone entities. Real vehicular traffic profiles, reported data traffic measurements and reported wind measurements have been utilised to perform this study. We analyse the performance in several test cases and suggest an operational scenario. Both analytical and simulation results reveal that with the introduction of sleep cycles and a very small battery capacity (124 mAh), these RSUs are able to support quality of service (QoS) for video-related applications at each hour of the day in a motorway vehicular environment while increasing the energy efficiency by up to 32%.
I. INTRODUCTION
Vehicular communication has always had more difficulty in meeting the quality of service (QoS) requirements compared to traditional wireless networks due to the dynamic environment in which it operates. The global push to reduce the carbon footprint has only amplified the challenges that must be addressed by vehicular communication networks. The dispersed nature of outdoor wireless systems presents both high economic and environmental costs in systems that provide full coverage. This is especially due to the fact that as we achieve mobility in the wireless communication domain, ubiquitous deployments of wireless communication networks still retain the unyielding requirement of connecting to a power grid in rural areas. One such scenario is that of motorway communication, where continuous power supply to infrastructural devices is required to provide acceptable QoS. Traditionally basestation optimisation strategies focusing on efficient deployments [1, 2] through the use of energy aware components and load adaptive hardware and software modules have been studied to address the environmental concern associated with the growing telecommunication industry. However a more economically attractive option that gives these devices complete independence is the use of renewable sources of energy such as wind or solar power [3] . An access point (AP) with a wireless backhaul, or in a mesh network, coupled with a renewable source of energy significantly increases the speed and flexibility of deploying infrastructural telecommunication devices in such a scenario.
The challenge of sustainable energy in wireless networks is divided into two main aspects. The first which has received a lot of attention in recent years is energy saving as a result of improved, more energy efficient communication schemes ranging from routing schemes [4] to RF optimisation [5] and proposals to enhance the existing 802.11 power saving mechanism (PSM) [6] . The second aspect is that of providing renewable energy to infrastructural devices. Studies investigating both aspects in conjunction are rare to find, while incorporating a motorway vehicular network in such a study is non-existent, to the best of our knowledge.
Various mesh networks have been deployed in America and developing nations which use solar power [7] . However, some of these networks' usage is limited to the day periods when solar power is available. On the other hand a motorway scenario relying on only renewable energy will require constant power even through the night as our real vehicular measurements show. Furthermore the solar irradiation values [8] that dictate the amount of solar energy that can be harnessed at those geographical locations are typically much higher than those of the UK, therefore a deployment of standalone solar powered AP will require larger photovoltaic arrays to provide enough energy for the expected load.
The viability of wind energy in such small scales has been tried and tested in several scenarios. Also known as small standalone wind energy conversion systems (SSWECS), these systems have been used to enhance the lives of rural residents in developing countries [9] . This work looking at the viability of wind power has developed methodologies to simulate the generating capacity and evaluate the adequacy of SSWECS. The evaluation however takes account of residential load and does not consider the stringent requirements seen in telecommunication networks to meet the QoS parameters.
The intermittent nature of wind power as wind speed rises and falls has pushed some, for example [10] , to focus on energy storage systems coupled with wind power generation, however most of these papers concentrate on wind farms that generate huge amounts of energy in the hundreds of MW range to support large scale applications. These papers have also cited the necessity of appending storage systems to the generated wind energy, dealing with large amounts of energy without concern for flexibility. Hence, these studies fail to provide methods with which battery size can be scaled down to enhance the flexibility of deploying a dispersed system.
To the best of our knowledge the study of wind renewable energy has not been performed in conjunction with energy saving and QoS in any vehicular system. In [11] we introduced the use of sleep cycles in cluster heads to enhance energy saving while maintaining the QoS parameters. Here we implement random sleep cycles in APs to lower the energy requirements so that the available supply coming from the wind power is sufficient at lower and variable wind speeds. The introduction of random sleep cycles during the AP's inactive periods, where there is deficiency in wind energy, redefines the performance in terms of both QoS and energy consumption. Therefore thorough analytical and simulation studies of such an AP are required in order to understand the energy supply and demand profiles of the system.
Following the introduction, the paper is organised as follows: Section II describes the proposed scenario along with the vehicular traffic profile. Section III presents wind energy profiles. The analytical model for our system including sleep mechanisms is presented in Section IV. The performance evaluation for both analytical and simulation results is given in Section V followed by the conclusions in Section VI.
II. THE PROPOSED SCENARIO
Our proposed scenario considers a set of access points (APs), typically spaced 1 km apart, along a 3 lane motorway stretch, with approximately 300 such APs in a single motorway [11] . Each group of APs receive data from moving vehicles and relay that information to a basestation that is beyond the transmitting range of the vehicles. The investigation examines the energy profile of these access points if we consider them to be off grid entities dependent on renewable energy generation and the use of sleep cycles to conserve energy. Focusing on one of these access points we examine the load energy which is primarily dependent on the vehicular traffic profile, the energy generated which is dependent on a statistically derived average power in the wind, and the energy saved (through sleep cycles) during access point operation by pushing the blocking probability and delay to their limits while maintaining acceptable QoS. 
A.
Vehicular Traffic Profile To fully grasp the mobility characteristics of motorway users, statistical analysis has been carried out on measured vehicular traffic flow profiles. These profiles recorded by inductive loop ID 2255 on the M4 motorway, UK, on Friday April 19, 2002 from 00:00h to 23:59h provide important mobility characteristics that can be used to derive an accurate vehicular traffic model. The parameters considered in this paper are vehicular traffic flow and average density, which help determine the intensity of packet arrivals.
Vehicle traffic is traditionally modelled using vehicle traffic flow theory [12, 13] in the transportation research literature. The three elementary parameters of vehicle traffic are flow q (vehicles/hour), speed s (km/h) and density d (vehicles/km). The average values of these quantities can be approximately related by the basic traffic stream model as = / [13] . With fewer vehicles on the motorway, the density approaches zero but vehicles are assumed to reach their free flow speed . As soon as more vehicles enter the motorway, both traffic flow and density increase until the flow reaches its maximum value. As additional vehicles continue to enter the motorway, the traffic density increases but the flow begins to decrease. Fig. 2 shows the average density per km on hourly basis, demonstrating the increase in the density with an increased flow. 
III. WIND ENERGY PROFILE
To analyse the adequacy of wind power in supporting the load demand in a communication system, the first step is to determine how much energy can be harnessed from the wind. The wind power harnessed is given by [14] = (1) where is the coefficient of performance of the wind turbine which accounts for the decrease in the actual power harnessed from the wind due to several factors such as, rotor and blade design that lead to friction and equipment losses. The air density in kg/m 3 is , is the cross-sectional area, in m 2 , of the turbine through which the wind passes which in our case is assumed to be a conventional horizontal axis turbine with a circular turbine cross section of ( /4) with being the diameter of the blade. The wind speed , in m/s, causes a cubed increase in power when it rises. The wind speed values for our analysis have been obtained from the UK air information resource (AIR) database provided by the Department for Environment Food and Rural Affairs [15] . The data is comprised of hourly wind speeds for the whole of 2011 measured at one of their monitoring sites in Reading Newton, UK. We have selected their readings for this specific site as it is in the same geographical position as that of our M4 vehicular profiles and thus the location of our proposed network deployment. In view of the wind variation and as we are considering a day's vehicular traffic profile, it was necessary for us to derive the average generated wind power for each hour. The nonlinear relationship between generated power and wind speed means we cannot simply use the average wind speed to determine the average power generated. Therefore rewriting the generated power in terms of average values [15] 
In probabilistic terms the average value of is
By considering the wind speeds in each hour for the whole year we obtain the average wind generated power in a 24 hour period as shown in Fig. 3 for our case study. The significant variation in the power generated calls for energy storage devices to better guarantee the required communications quality of service. The system parameters are presented in Table 1 . 
Parameters Values
AP data rate ( ) 15 Mbps [16] Vehicle data generation rate ( ) 320 kbps [17] Average packet size ( ) 867.4 bytes [18] Packet arrival rate ( ) /( × 8) 
IV. SYSTEM MODEL AND QOS METRICS
The proposed model considers three different situations depending upon the energy available to power a standalone AP. In the first situation whenever the wind power is insufficient for operation, the AP has access to an alternative source of energy (non-renewable electric power). Under such a condition, the carbon foot print (and power consumption) of the AP will be highest and the AP transmits all the data generated by all the inrange vehicles, to the nearby basestation. The performance of the AP in this case can be modelled as a simple M/G/1/K queue where M corresponds to the memoryless Poisson process of the packet stream from the vehicles within the range of the AP, G represents the General distributed packet service discipline corresponding to real packet size measurement obtained from [18] (with average packet size of 867.4 bytes, dominated by acknowledgement packets and maximum Ethernet size packets), 1 represents the single server, i.e. the AP, and K represents the maximum number of packets that can be held by the AP in its buffer.
In the second situation the AP switches to a sleep state or low energy state (sleep cycle) with duration S when its buffer becomes empty. The sleep duration is assumed to be negative exponentially distributed with mean reflecting the arrival process. In the low state, the transmitter circuitry is switched off to save energy [19] . Thus, only the battery powered receiver and buffer circuitry of the AP remains active. In this scenario the AP transmitter does only have access to wind power (standalone entity with wind turbine as discussed in Section III). As soon as the transmitter of the AP becomes active, the AP starts processing the buffered packets (if any) along with the newly arriving packets.
In the third situation the AP follows a sleep cycle, irrespective of the available wind energy, in such a way that the required QoS is met at all times of the day. The AP, as in the second situation, is considered to be a standalone entity but now has a rechargeable battery (or capacitor) for its transmitter circuitry. The energy saved through sleep cycles as well as any excess wind energy is stored in the battery for future use to meet any energy deficit. Thus, our objectives here are (i) to determine whether the available wind energy can meet the energy demand of the AP maintaining the QoS and subsequently, (ii) the minimum battery size for successful operation, and (iii) maximum battery size needed for storing excess energy for future use.
The AP in the second and third situations is modelled as an M/G/1/K queue with sleep cycles [11] . The first scenario is a special case of M/G/1/K queue with sleep cycles, were S 0. Let ( = 0, 1,…, ) be the probability of packet arrivals in the system within a sleep cycle. The probability can be obtained as a continuous summation of the products of the probability of packet arrivals during a sleep cycle duration and the probability that a sleep cycle is of time duration , where varies from 0 to . The probability [11] can be expressed as
where is the number of vehicles in the APs range and is the packet arrival rate for vehicles. Let ( = 0, 1,…, ) be similarly defined as the probability of packet arrivals in a service time period which for realistic packet size distributions can be rewritten as
where ( ), ( ),..., ( ), are the probabilities of service durations corresponding to different packet sizes obtained from [18] . Thus, the mean service duration can be expressed as
Thus, the offered load ( ), can be expressed as = (7) if the expression for carried load remains unchanged, presented in [11] . Thus, the packet blocking probability can be computed as the utilisation of an AP and can be obtained as
The energy savings, per hour through sleep cycles can be obtained as where denotes the power saved when the AP switches to the low state [19] . This can be obtained using the fully operational power consumption of the AP [20] and the ratio between the fully operational power and the low state power consumptions [19] . Finally, the average packet delay can be expressed as
where denotes the average number of packets in the AP (including waiting and transmitting packets) and is obtained from [11] .
V. SIMULATION
The java based simulator is implemented using four classes comprised of a Vehicle class that maintains vehicular packet generation, the AccessPoint class which keeps the AP buffer and sleep durations, a Distributions class that is used to generate the packet arrival, packet size and AP sleep duration distributions, and a main class to run the simulation. The simulation implements three main methods that generate packets from the vehicles (getPackets()), serve the packets at the AP (servePkt()), and calculate performance parameters (performanceEvaluation()) over a 24 hr period. The getPackets() method checks if the exponentially distributed waiting duration for each vehicle has elapsed before adding it to the APs service queue if the buffer is not full. Packets successfully added are given a timestamp while packets arriving at a full queue are marked dropped by incrementing a packet blocking counter. The servePkt() method increments a sleep or service time duration variable depending on the AP's state. If the AP is not serving any packets and the buffer is not empty, this method also retrieves a packet from the buffer to be served by the AP. In the event of an empty queue with no packets in service, an exponentially distributed sleep time is generated and the AP is sent to a sleep mode. Finally the performanceEvaluation() is called after a 3600 second period to calculate the QoS parameters based on variables incremented and packet timestamps used during the communication phase of that hour. The hour is then incremented and the simulator reset with a new hour dependent vehicular density to get the results for each hour in the day.
Fig. 4: Simulation Flow Chart

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION A.
Results The performance of the system has been evaluated in terms of energy required, packet blocking probability and average packet delay. First we show analytic results for the transmission and operational energy requirements for the AP connected to a power grid under normal circumstances to compare that with our proposed strategies. The (original) energy required in this case is calculated by finding the total time required to transmit all the packets from all the vehicles in that hour. This time is then multiplied by the power required to transmit packets to determine the energy used in transmitting the total data traffic [22] . This is then added to the minimum operational energy of an AP. This is followed by a set of results assuming a large battery with no sleep cycle implementation. The next set of results shows the performance with sleep cycles implemented on an off grid AP assuming no battery is available and no bounds are placed on the QoS parameters. The final analytic results present a sleep cycle implementation using a small battery and putting bounds on the QoS parameters. These bounded analytic QoS results are verified through simulations and are found to be in good agreement with the simulations.
The original energy consumption, in Fig. 5 , shows the system energy usage when assuming a grid connected AP. The energy curve follows the vehicular density curve as an increase in vehicles also increases the intensity of packet arrivals. Accordingly low energy usage is seen in the early hours with a minimum of 54 kJ at 4 am. The energy usage has two peaks during the rush hour periods with 66 kJ in the morning and 67.6 kJ in the evening rush hour period.
The curve representing a system with no sleep cycles using a large battery exhibits the same energy consumption as that of the original system connected to the grid. This is because a large battery provides sufficient energy throughout the day for the system and thus the system behaves like a grid connected system.
Next we introduce sleep cycles without keeping bounds on the QoS parameters to study the impact of this policy on packet blocking probability and average packet delay. Applying the sleep cycles without QoS bounds (and also without using batteries) achieves a lower energy curve with a minimum of 36.7 kJ consumed at 3am. Since this sleep is only applied at points where the average wind energy (Fig. 3) is deemed insufficient for the original energy consumption, sleep cycles are not used in the early morning hours of 3am and 4am, hence the system exhibits an increase in energy requirement at these hours matching that of original and no sleep systems. Though the wind energy does not peak at these times, the vehicular traffic is low enough and can be supported by the low wind energy. The same effect is seen at midday where wind energy peaks beyond the original required energy between 10am and 4pm. During that period sleep cycles are also not applied to save energy, and therefore the curve follows that of original energy requirements (without sleep cycles). Although the original load energy falls towards the end of the day, the power in the wind concurrently falls at that time (Fig. 3) ; therefore sleep cycles are applied to gain extra energy so that an energy sufficient system can be realised. Note that the rush hour periods of 8am to 9am in the morning and 5pm-6pm in the evening correspond to higher vehicular traffic but unfortunately there is a fall in the wind power during those times (Fig. 3) . Hence, sleep cycles are applied to gain just enough energy at those times to serve all packets (waiting to be served in the buffer) eventually. However, this causes serious performance deterioration in terms of packet blocking probability and average packet delay as shown in Figs. 6 and 7 , respectively. 
getPacket() method
To improve both packet blocking probability and average packet delay, and keep them under the bounds of 0.05 and 150ms respectively (for video-related applications) [11] while saving energy and meeting the demand, a small battery (see Section VB) is used and the mean duration of sleep cycles is set appropriately. This scenario primarily takes a more realistic battery size that allows flexibility in network deployment. Secondly, by enabling the sleep to rely on QoS parameter bounds, we are able to maximise energy savings by maximising the sleep durations. Furthermore the battery allows us to save surplus energy which can then be used at periods where the wind energy dips such as that seen at 9am. With the dip in energy at high traffic hours the battery also allows us to meet the QoS while meeting the energy requirement with stored energy. Overall, the enhanced system is able to save a maximum energy of up to 32% at the lowest traffic hour and a minimum of 7.5% at the highest traffic hour with an average of 20% energy savings in the 24hr period. Simulation results for this case (bounded QoS) are in good agreement with the analytical results, as shown in Fig. 5 . The packet blocking probability is shown in Fig. 6 . The packet blocking probability without sleep using a large battery shows the system is very efficient and exhibits excellent QoS performance with negligible packet blocking throughout the day. The sleep with an unbounded QoS has a peak. It starts rising at 7am and reaches an unacceptable level of 0.27 at 8am and then declines to a very small value at 9am to maximise energy savings without fulfilling the QoS. Therefore, the energy demands are met through sleep at the cost of poor QoS. The rest of the day then exhibits very low packet blocking probability since sleep is only used to meet energy requirements, and the required energy can be met with wind and sleep without causing a rise in the packet blocking probability.
Sleep cycles with bounded QoS also exhibit a trend where the system keeps the packet blocking very low, near zero in the early hours of the day. This trend also suddenly changes starting at 7am but continues with a packet blocking probability bound below 0.05 between 8am and 8pm after which it drops to a of 0.007 at 9pm and then back to very low, near zero for the rest of the night. These trends show that the introduction of sleep cycles is bound to increase the packet blocking probability at moderate and high traffic levels. The packet blocking probability however can be maintained within the 0.05 bound for acceptable QoS. A simulation of this bounded system has also been performed and is in good agreement with the analytical results. The average packet delay is shown in Fig. 7 . As expected the system without sleep only incurred minimal delays of less than 67 microseconds (approximately equivalent to the service duration) throughout the day. The system with sleep cycles and with unbounded QoS exhibits increased average packet delay at all points where extra energy was required to meet the original load demand. The average packet delay is however within an acceptable level of 150ms throughout the day except for the morning rush hours of 8am and 9am where the energy demands had to be met at the cost of QoS. At this time, the average packet delay peaked to 259ms at 8am and 321ms at 9am. The system with sleep cycles and bounded QoS maintained delay at 150 ms until 7am where the stricter bound on packet blocking caused the average packet delay to fall even lower during moderate and high vehicular traffic. Subsequently we can see the fall in average packet delay follows the vehicular traffic between 7am and 10pm. The delay obtained through simulation with bounded QoS falls slightly lower than the analytical result because of the sensitivity of the delay when the packet blocking probability is bound. Bounding the packet blocking probability results in the arrival process becoming critical and as the simulator introduces more accuracy through realistic vehicular arrivals, a lower average packet delay is observed.
With the original energy consumption of the AP, it is evident that there are certain durations of the day, when the traffic is high and the wind power is low. Thus, the wind energy is unable to support the operation of the AP during those time periods. We examined sleep cycle techniques in these durations where the AP by going into a low operational state lowers energy consumption. We noticed that this greedy sleep cycle technique meets the power deficit during the required periods, however it deteriorates the QoS in such a way that it violates the acceptable QoS levels in some instances. Thus to maintain the QoS as well as meet the energy requirements, we proposed a constrained sleep cycle which bounds the QoS within an acceptable level. This leads to an overall surplus of wind energy at certain parts of the day because the total energy consumption reduces substantially through the sleep cycles. It is observed however that there can be a time period where the instantaneous energy demand is not met by the wind energy, though the number of such instances and their durations decreased considerably. Thus energy storage is needed in the form of capacitor or battery. The capacity of battery depends upon the intention behind its use. If we strictly use the battery to meet only the instantaneous deficit, the battery size can become negligibly small and thus a capacitor might serve the purpose. But, if we aim to store as much energy as possible for future support of a calm day (little wind energy available), then a small battery is needed. A brief analysis is given in this paper to determine the battery size.
B.
Battery Capacity Fig. 8 shows the "supply minus demand" excess energy accumulated in our system. From Fig. 8 , it is evident that if the battery only needs to meet the in-hour emergency demand then there is only one decline in the cumulative energy storage in the scenario considered. This decline corresponds to the 8 a.m. morning hour when the traffic demand is high and the wind energy supply is low. The deficit is about 2.68 kJ. Thus, for a small battery we need to store only this energy. Expressing energy in terms of capacity of the battery in Ah and considering 50% depth of discharge (DOD) [23] and a 12V battery, the battery capacity should be 124.07 mAh. In the case of a large battery, we aim to store the surplus wind energy in each hour where the AP uses sleep cycles. The maximum cumulative surplus for this case is 262 kJ. Thus, in a similar fashion, we obtain the battery size as 12.13 Ah. Note that a typical small family vehicle battery is typically 40 Ah [24] . 
VII. CONCLUSIONS
With the main aim of reducing the carbon footprint of a motorway road side vehicular communication system, we have proposed various strategies that can be used to tackle the deployment of ubiquitous coverage along a motorway stretch. A combined investigation of energy supply and load along with the effects on QoS has been carried out and reported. Increased realism is provided through the input parameters to the investigation which include statistical vehicular profiles and wind energy profiles for the same location at a stretch of the M4 UK motorway. The resulting performance of the network has been examined with bounds on QoS parameters along with proposed battery analysis which suggested that a very small battery size (capacitor) is needed to meet these bounds. The wind powered access points reduce the carbon foot print of the proposed vehicular communication system, while the proposed sleep cycles with bounded QoS can save up to 32% of the current system's expected energy expenditure while meeting QoS. 
